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Snapshot of NSF Neuroscience History 

Behavioral and Neural Science division (BNS) established 1976 

 Division refocuses and expands to 8 programs* 1982-89 

Behavioral Neuroendocrinology established 1988 

First NSF awards to study nervous system and neurological 
responses 

1951 

2006-7 NSF Sponsored Four Workshops 

 First workshop on steroids and brain function 1993 

First meeting of the new Society for Behavioral 
Neuroendocrinology 1997 

*Psychobiology-Animal behavior; Neurobiology-Sensory Systems; Integrative Neural Systems-Behavioral Neuroscience; 
Developmental; Molecular & Cellular; Synaptic Mechanisms; Computational, Cognitive & Theoretical Neuroscience-
Computational Neuroscience 

BNS splits & Division of Integrative Biology & Neuroscience (IBN) 
formed 1992 

2008 NSF: Neuroscience is everywhere! 



Recent Political and Public Interests in 
Accelerating Neuroscience Research at NSF 

Patrick Kennedy (November, 2010) 
 Impassioned speech entitled: A Neuroscience 'Moonshot': Rallying a 
 New Global Race for Brain Research," to SFN attendees and the General 
 Public. Referred to this as the ‘inner space program’ and called for new 
 interdisciplinary approaches to brain research 
NRC Report (2010) 
 The Second Grand Challenge – Understanding the Brain 
 
Congressman Chaka Fatah (PA) (May, 2011 staff visit to NSF) 
 Ranking member of Commerce, Justice and Science Subcommittee 
 
The BRAIN Initiative (rolled out by President Obama, April 2013) 
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Frustration in the political sector with NIH disease-targeted approach: 



New Tools and Opportunities  
for Understanding Brain Activity Underlying Behavior 

 
High resolution imaging 
 
 
 
Optogenetics 
 
 
 
Computation 
 
 
 
Combine these for 4-D analyses  
(CR-CNS; INSPIRES; CIF21 and Big Data) 
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Computational Neuroscience (Small Scale - CRCNS and Core Programs)



Recent Awards Exploring the Emergent/Functional 
Properties of Neural Circuits 

Stimulus-induced neural networks (ACTIVATION Program) 
Award Number: 1257923; Principal Investigator:  William Frost at Rosalind Franklin U.  
Escape Swim Behavior of Tritonia From Sea Star 

US-French Collaboration: Mechanisms of emergent OscillaTIONs in  
the septo-hippocampal network-MOTION  (CR_CNS, OISE, and  
ORGANIZATION Programs with the French National Research Agency) 
Award Number: 1310378; Principal Investigator: Ivan Soltesz  
at UC-Irvine 

The Functional Role of Experience in the Development of Visual Cortical Circuits 
Award Number: 1120938; Principal Investigator: Stephen Van Hooser;  
Co-Principal Investigator: Jozsef Fiser  -  Brandeis University 
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These are a few recent awards that are developing the Math, instrumentation and modeling to understand the relationships between neural activity and cognition/behavior. What is being found is that neural circuitry for even simple behaviors are quite complex. For example, the population of the escape swim behavior has as very dynamic neuronal cell population that changes after several rounds of training. Another example is the septo-hippocampal prep that displays emergent oscillatory properties when the two anatomical regions of the brain are connected, but not when they are separated.  The Van Hooser project is trying to mimic a circuit activity during development of the visual cortex for motion detection using mapping and stimulation experiements.William Frost Project:  This project's central hypothesis is that brain networks may be much more flexible than generally appreciated, perhaps to the point of altering their functional organization moment-to-moment to optimize stimulus processing. This hypothesis will be tested by using fast voltage sensitive dyes to image the firing activity of networks of over 100 neurons in two different molluscan species as they respond to sensory input, generate behavioral motor programs, and store memory. State-of-the-art analysis methods will be applied to track all recorded neurons as they shift allegiances among network communities in real time. The project will have three areas of scientific and broader impacts. First, the anticipated findings will significantly extend our current understanding of how brain networks are affected by the very information that they process. Second, the recording and analysis tools being developed by this project will be of great use to many other laboratories. Finally, the broader impacts of this project are designed to inspire and educate future scientists, both undergraduate biology majors from neighboring 4 year colleges, as well as high school students from two predominantly Hispanic Waukegan-area high schools. These educational outreach activities aim to increase the excitement and satisfaction of underrepresented individuals for careers in scientific research.1310378  Ivan Soltesz UC IrvineThe hippocampus in mammals is a brain area important for learning and memory that is also implicated in several major neurological and psychiatric disorders including epilepsy, autism, schizophrenia and Alzheimer's disease. Prior research revealed that learning and memory-related information processing in the hippocampus critically depends on clock-like, rhythmic electrical signals elicited by an adjacent brain structure called the septum. However, how the oscillatory neuronal activity emerges from the closely interconnected neuronal networks of the septum and the hippocampus is not understood. The current project will employ novel, uniquely high-throughput experimental approaches in mice integrated with innovative, biologically realistic, large-scale supercomputer-based theoretical modeling techniques to identify key mechanisms underlying rhythmic electrical signal generation in septo-hippocampal circuits. The project represents a potentially major milestone in the development of biologically based realistic computer models of the brain, as it would allow the generation and testing of hypotheses concerning network mechanisms of behaviorally relevant oscillatory neuronal activity with unparalleled biological realism, precision and speed. In addition, the experimental knowledge base and the large-scale computational brain models will be placed in open-source databases (including ModelDB for network models at http://senselab.med.yale.edu/modeldb/, and Neuromorpho for biological structural data at http://neuromorpho.org/) that are freely accessible for the unrestricted use by the scientific community. This project involves extensive postdoctoral training in neuroinformatics. ��This award is co-funded by NSF's Office of the Director, International Science and Engineering, and a companion project is being funded by the French National Research Agency (ANR).Award Number:1120938; The goal of the present research project is to uncover how the astonishingly complex structure of human and animal brains emerges during development and how it becomes well-suited to perform highly sophisticated behaviors. The PIs will use the latest multi-electrode, imaging and opto-genetic methods of electrophysiology to measure the functional development of neural circuits in the visual cortex from eye opening until the full maturity of the visual system. If successful, this project will reveal how incoming visual stimuli are combined with previous visual memories stored in the brain to interpret the visual environment. This work will illuminate how experience influences the development of the circuitry in the visual cortex. The potential scientific impact of this research is extremely high because it can, through using the visual system as a model example, clarify of how the brain adapts to the environment to perform its function. This work will have a broader impact on the advancement of science, as students and postdoctoral fellows will be trained to integrate the study of behaving animals with advanced neural recording and stimulation technologies. Further, the computer code for performing recordings and analysis will be published on the authors? websites, and the authors will provide instructional tutorials so that others can build upon the methods developed here. The resulting data will be published on the authors? websites so other scientists can examine and extend the results. Finally, insights gained about how the environment influences the development of neural circuitry are likely to have implications that could reach as far as designing more effective educational tools and creating more supportive work environments.

http://www.rosalindfranklin.edu/Portals/9/Images/CBA Images/Frost's Research/tritonia_EscapeSwimBehavior.mov


NSF BRAIN Initiative 
Goal: The NSF BRAIN Initiative aims to generate an array of physical and 
conceptual tools needed to determine how healthy brains function over the 
lifespan of humans and other organisms; and to develop a workforce to create 
and implement these tools aimed at establishing a more comprehensive 
understanding of how thoughts, memories and actions emerge from the dynamic 
activities in the brain.  
 

BRAIN Thematic Areas  
 

Multi-scale Integration of the Dynamic Activity and Structure of the Brain 

Neurotechnology and Research Infrastructure 

Quantitative Theory and Modeling of Brain Function  

Brain-Inspired  Concepts and Designs  

BRAIN Workforce Development   
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Our nation has invested billions of dollars into neuroscience research, but most of it is at a single scale --- Now is the time to connect the scales to get a more complete understanding of brain function.   The Thematic areas were gleaned from a series of workshops that were run since the Brain Initiative was announced in addition to considering some of the most exciting science coming into the core programs. 



NSF BRAIN Initiative 
BRAIN Thematic Areas (derived from recent community-organized workshops): 
Multi-scale Integration of the Dynamic Activity and Structure of the Brain 
• Elucidate and link dynamics of the brain and neural circuits with brain function, 

including its real-time physiological, behavioral and cognitive outputs 
Neurotechnology and Research Infrastructure 
• Create tools to image, sense, record and affect real-time brain function and 

complex behavior, and develop theories  and systems to collect, visualize, analyze, 
model , store, and distribute BRAIN data  

Quantitative Theory and Modeling of Brain Function  
• Reveal emergent properties of the brain and provide predictive theoretical 

frameworks to guide future research 
Brain-Inspired  Concepts and Designs  
• Capitalize on insights gained from BRAIN to inspire novel conceptual paradigms  

and innovative technologies and designs that will benefit society  
BRAIN Workforce Development   
• Educate a BRAIN workforce and create new career opportunities for BRAIN 

discovery and innovation 
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Our nation has invested billions of dollars into neuroscience research, but most of it is at a single scale --- Now is the time to connect the scales to get a more complete understanding of brain function. 
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This is an example of how we can stimulate the community to begin to do a bit more of this. 



Questions? 
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